
WORK EXPERIENCE

BIO

Architectural Designer | Project Manager
/Led a construction and design team in renovation of villas, from initial conception to completion.
/Managed team members to develop design concepts and delivered comprehensive 
planning materials.
/Prepared final set of conceptual drawings, files and booklets, assisted with presentations.
/Was responsible for sourcing and procuring FF&E and was overseeing the implementation of 
construction and design elements.
/Successfully organized logistics and facilitated the delivery of luxury furniture from Portugal to 
Chengdu, China.
/Conducted regular site visits and provided projects supervision.
/Maintained adherence to allocated budget and timeline, ensuring timely project completion.
/Took charge of business development, resulting in new partnerships and higher revenue.

Senior Architectural Designer | Project Manager

Chengdu, China

Chengdu, China

Melbourne, Australia

Architectural Designer 
/Involved in a number of educational, cultural, public, commercial and office projects.
/Attended meetings pertaining to existing and potential projects.
/Developed architectural and interior concept designs.
/Undertaked contextual analysis, case studies and research to brief design team.
/Supported and supervised team in design development, delivery, and visualisation.
/Assisted in presentation of project material to client and local government bodies.
/Assisted in preparing final set of conceptual drawings, related files and booklets.
/Prepared complex information in a clear, concise, and positive manner.

Brearley Architects + Urbanists

SanOak Co. Ltd. 圣橡树公司

ArchiTEN. 四川一和十间建筑设计股份有限公司09.2014 - 05.2017

05.2017 - 08.2019

Senior Architectural Designer
MARTA LINYNSKA

Shanghai, China

09.2019-01.2024

>>> 

wechat         +86 156 80573342 / CN       
                            line       +66  659 633 925 / TH

email     martalinynska@hotmail.com
                            linkedin       .com/in/martalinynska/

- Managed and/or assisted throughout the whole design process of range of projects that are 
currently under construction, among those are Qingpu Newtown 30-Class Primary School 
(21351.8 sq.m), Helong Art Gallery (3250 sq.m), Tiantai `Nature` Headquarters (115076,65 sq.m).
- Involved in a number of work, education, culture and mixed-use projects.
- Led Planning Team or collaborating in formulating innovative concepts & design proposals. 
- Collaborated with cross-functional teams to ensure design vision was executed effectively.
- Prepared and/or assisted designs that respond to existing regulatory requirements and local 
guidelines for architectural planning.
- Worked closely with engineers and consultants to integrate their input into the design process, 
ensuring that all technical requirements were met.
- Coordinated with suppliers and contractors to ensure timely delivery of appropriate materials.
- Coordinated with contractors and construction teams to make any necessary adjustments to 
the design during the construction phase. Conducted site visits and supervision.
- Maintained collaborative relations between BAU’s Chinese and Australian offices.

Marta Linynska is a Senior Architectural and Interior Designer with a passion for sustainable architecture and inclusive 
environments that positively influence those who inhabit and work in these spaces. She possesses good leadership, 
cross-cultural communication skills, and a knack for problem-solving. With experience leading design projects from con- 
cept to completion, she has worked in various practice areas such as work, education, culture, and mixed-use. Marta has 
gained valuable experience in Australian, Asian, and European practices and is now seeking a new and exciting challenge.



Master`s Degree (Hons)
Architecture / 
Restoration and Reconstruction of Architectural Complexes Department.

Bachelor Degree
Architecture of buildings and structures / 
Restoration and Reconstruction of Architectural Complexes Department.

Workshop
Two weeks research of Viennese housing developments jointly coordinated by 
Vienna University of Technology and Lviv Polytechnic University. Vienna, Austria.

Chinese Language Program, Non-Degree Studies
Completed an intensive one-semester Chinese language course.

EDUCATION    

EXTERNAL PROJECTS

Vienna University of Technology

Sichuan University

Lviv Polytechnic National University

Lviv Polytechnic National University

lp.edu.ua/en

lp.edu.ua/en

tuwien.ac.at

en.scu.edu.cn

2011-2012

2007-2011

05.2013

09.2014-02.2015

LANGUAGES

Vienna, Austria

Chengdu, China

Lviv, Ukraine

Lviv, Ukraine

Event Director
/Selected venues, adhering to the given budget.
/Arranged onsite vendors and catering companies.
/Arrange tech support and guest registration, ensure smooth running of the event.
/Organized logistics of Annual Banquet (200 guests), including location scouting, finances, stage 
design, venue decor, program implementation and closeout of the event.

Shanghai, China
AIA American Institute of Architects Shanghai08.2022-12.2023

Event Coordinator
/Selected venues, arranged onsite vendors and catering companies.
/Tech support, logistics, programme coordination.

The Women in Business Network
Chengdu, China

09.2018-09.2020

Kyiv, Ukraine
Chengdu, China Assistant Designer

/Demonstrated adaptability and cultural sensitivity in a new environment.
/Assisted Senior Interior Designers in supervising projects. 
/Worked on interior design sketches, drafts and models.
/Worked on product design prototypes.
/Attended meetings both inside and outside the office pertaining to existing and potential projects.
/Was responsible for preparing company props and banners, presentations and related materials 
for Chengdu Design Expo 2014.

Emma Studio09.2013 - 06.2014

AutoCAD 
(+Tianzheng)

Sketchup 
Rhino

Lumion
Enscape

Adobe Suite (PS, AI, ID)
AI-powered tools

SOFTWARE  

UKRAINIAN
native basic

FRENCH
MANDARIN

limited 
professional
profeciency 

ENGLISH
fluent fluent

RUSSIAN
POLISH

limited 
professional
profeciency 

Tutor
Tutor at the one week workshop ‘Marking the City’, held by Architectural Association School of 
Architecture (UK). The course consisted of a lecture program, computational instruction and fabri-
cation of a full size pavilion in a major urban location in the city of Chengdu, China.

Architectural Association School of Architecture
aaschool.ac.uk

07.2018

Chengdu, China


